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Abstract:
Detecting matrices are a class of combinatorial objects originated from the coin weighing problem of
Soderberg and Shapiro in the early 1960s. In this talk, various known recursive construction techniques
for binary, bipolar, and ternary detecting matrices are reexamined in a unifying framework. New, general
recursive constructions of detecting matrices, which include previous recursive constructions as special
cases, are derived. Such matrices find applications in multiuser coding since they are equivalent to a
certain class of uniquely decodable T-user codes for the noiseless binary adder channel published by
Chang and Weldon in 1979. Interestingly, it is found that among the three kinds of detecting matrices,
ternary detecting matrices are of fundamental significance from the combinatorial theoretic, as well as
from the multiuser coding application, point of view. Future work may include generalization to the class
of T-user M-frequency codes (Chang-Wolf, IT-81).
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